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Director’s Message
Greetings and a Hearty Welcome to MONIRBA!
In today's highly competitive global marketplaces, there should be a synergy between today's
demand and tomorrow's expectation. The curriculum structure and delivery at the Faculty of
Commerce are current and based on continuing exchanges with important academics and
industry executives.
At MONIRBA, we believe in producing holistic managers and leaders for tomorrow's corporate
culture through a deliberate balance of theory and practice, as well as through the use of highly
innovative pedagogical tools designed by the institute to provide its students with cutting-edge
management knowledge. Our goal is to prepare students to be exceptionally adaptable to
changing corporate situations while paying attention to social duties.
Our management programme is founded on a solid foundation of academic infrastructure, faculty
resources, industry-institute interactions, and student development initiatives. We have worked
tirelessly to ensure that these pillars are sufficiently strong to generate outstanding managers for
the business community. I take this opportunity to invite the business stalwarts to participate in
the placement programme of the department. I am confident that you would be satisfied to your
heart’s content when you would interact with these budding professionals as a part of
institutional placement drive.

Our students learn the joy as well
as the rigors of new discovery, and
acquire skills of inquiry,
evaluation, and communication
that provide a foundation for the
next phases of their careers and
lives. On the bedrock of our core
values, we will continue to scale
up over the next decade to
build a management institute of
international repute.

Best Wishes,
Professor R. S. Singh
Head & Director

Training & Placement Officer's Message
"Don't let yesterday take up too much of today!"
Incentivizing you all with the quote of Will Rogers which instills in me the vigor and test my endurance in
this toughtime of uncertainty and disquiet. The impact of unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic will likely
to be imprinted on each individual involved. Life can be hard. It might not be perfect, but that's normal.
Once the pandemic runs its course, we should all attempt to embrace the stressors of day-to-day life as
inevitable, appreciate what we have, and remember that things could be much worse. There are,
however, opportunities at every level to make a difference to the mental health of students, and to
identify and encourage opportunities to find growth and meaning in this situation. MONIRBA,
University of Allahabad is one of the finest institutions of India, maintaining an excellent academic record
and conducting workshops to enrich young minds. We regard the aspirants as 'GOLDDUST' and we
must provide the support you deserve.
The Institute has established a very substantial and fruitful linkage among various Institutions of
National and International repute, NGOs, Government Organization which help immensely and
potentially in promoting curricular development, on-job training, research, consultancy etc.
A significant number of MBA pass-outs
have
got placement
in
different
organizations/research
sectors/laboratories/banking sector through
these linkages.
We are cultivating a growth mindset here
which generates love for learning and
resilience that is essential for great
accomplishment. Such a mindset will serve
you well in the future, far beyond the
timeline of a temporary pandemic.

Regards,

Dr. Ekta Verma
Training & Placement Officer

The city of Triveni Sangam, the confluence of the Ganges, Yamuna and the mythical river Saraswati, Prayagraj has been the
centre of learning and excellence since time immemorial. Education has been the USP of this city. The University of
Allahabad, established in 1887, entitled with the status of “Oxford of the East”, has been the alma-mater of prominent civil
servants, legal experts, academicians, entrepreneurs, business tycoons and many great political leaders, who have
successfully paved their way to the pinnacle of power. In July, 2005, University of Allahabad was declared as the
institution of national importance by the Government of India. Later, the University of Allahabad Act 2005, at its
disposition, granted it the status of a Central University.
Motilal Nehru Institute of Research & Business Administration (MONIRBA), the flagship management institute of the
University of Allahabad, has been significantly contributing to the glorious record of the University right from its
inception.
The idea of the present day MONIRBA was worked out way back in 1958. Since then it took around 7 years to transform the
idea into a physical and operational structure. It was later in the year 1965, when it entered the take-off stage. The
contemporaneous prime minister Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri laid the foundation stone of the building on April 18, 1965. The
Institute has paid homage to Pt. Motilal Nehru by adopting the name of late Shri Motilal Nehru. MONIRBA started
offering the post-graduate programme in Business Administration in 1965, making it a red-letter day in the history of Indian
universities. Since its inception, more than 40 glorious years have been spent imparting education and in valuable research.
All these years, MONIRBA has been striving to achieve excellence in the field of management education.
The MBA programme at MONIRBA is very well adapted to the changing needs of today's business world and provides a
competitive edge to its students. The rich and diverse exposure enables them to develop insights for meeting critical business
challenges. Standing strong as a citadel of quality education, the merit of MONIRBA has been validated by the performance
of its students who have shown their high calibre and excellence in the corporate world.
Today, MONIRBA provides an inspiring environment to create the perfect setting for professionals. Apart from serving as a
business school, this institution is a centre of advanced research, also offering technical assistance and consultancy services
in areas relevant to specific industrial and business enterprises, in both, public and private sectors.
MONIRBA has been profoundly chosen, time and again, to develop and operationalize training programmes for reputed
organisations such as All India Management Association, Bharat Pumps and Compressors Ltd., Fertilizer Corporation of
India, HINDALCO, Indian Investment Centre, ITI, IERT, Institute of Management Development, Ministry of Defence, Ministry
of Railways, SBI Staff Training College, Small Industries Services Institute, Triveni Structurals Ltd., UP Institute of Finance
and Accounts and many other leading institutions and government departments.

Vision
We strive to impart vibrant and holistic management education to develop business
leaders and entrepreneurs with a vision and drive to stand up to global competition.
We aim at creating a workforce of professionals with analytical skills who can dream
of a better world and transform these dreams into reality.

Mission
MONIRBA aims at producing the future business leaders and organization builders. Its
endeavours:
To help the students to become effective leaders of people, who can achieveresults
beyond expectations and transform organizations.
To facilitate creative thinking so that students come out with innovativeanswers, create
alternative solutions and develop entrepreneurial skills.
To develop professional competence in the budding managers to enable themto face
international competition.
To inculcate values of integrity, justice and fairness so that the students aretrained to
promote and maintain high ethical standards in management.
To develop a variety of managerial competencies required for young managers in
today's business context.

The Young Executive Club
The Young Executive Club, comprising 6 different committees, organises and directs various curricular
and co-curricular activities.
Living up to the highest traditions of co-ordinative andpractical learning, the YEC assumes up the
liability foroverseeing different initiatives that structure a necessary part of the students' personality
development.
The YEC is headed by the YEC President, who is an officially chosen, second year student based on
his/her academic performance, Co-curricular & Extra-curricular excellence in the Institute.
The YEC President is assisted by General Secretary and Class Representative, the first year
conscientiousand dynamic students selected on the basis of their merit and competence in the
selection interview.
The most prominent committee under the Young Executive Club. The "Training and Placement
Cell"(TAPS) takes into account the necessities of organizations for conducting training programs
and placement interviews in the campus.
With the YEC President, General Secretary and Class Representative as the permanent members, the
othermembers of the TAPS committee are inducted throughan intensive interview, where the most
assertive and tenacious students are selected.
The Young Executive Club, different committees andtheir functions give the students an opportunity
to explore and learn the intricacies of management in the real world while simultaneously inculcating
effective intelligence, co-operation, sense of responsibility, confidence and initiative among other
qualities.

Some Distinguished Alumni
Ajay Prasad
Head, SUIDL

Archana Capoor
CMD, TFCI

Divyang RastogiSr.
Mgr. (IT), PNB

Ajai Singh
CEO, OTI

Arvind Srivastava
VP, Rotomac

Gyaneshwar TiwariGM,
IOCL

Ajeet Prasad
M.D. ASREC

Ashim K Ganguly
GM, IndianOil Tankers Ltd.

Harish Chandra Giri
RSM, InOne Smart Techonology

Akhilesh Chandra
Director, Sans Frontiers

Ashok Pratap AroraHead,
Marketing MDI, Gurgaon

Alka Khanna Director,
Ardek Design

Ashutosh Rai GM,
Reliance E&P

Amit Kumar Saran
CEO, SPT Sports
Anadi Sinha Head
- HR (North)
Pantaloons Retail India
Anand Khanna
Professor,
Marketing IMT, Ghaziabad
Anil Goyal
(Retd) Director,
Indian Airlines

Bhushan Drona
MD, Plead Trading, Dubai
C M Sethi
CMD, Reckitt Benckiser
C R Menon Ex
CEO, BPL
Darivs GhandhiSr.
VP HR, RIL
Dr. Arvind PandalaiEx
CMD, STC

Anshu Saran
Professor, University
Of Texas

Debal Dutt
VP, Citibank

Anshula Yuvraj
HR Head, WIPRO

Deepak Chandra
Asst. Dean, ISB,
Hyderabad

Anshuman Khare
Professor,
Athabascus University Canada

Deepak Singhal
CGM, RBI

Anupam Verma
CEO, Healthcare Services

Divya Capoor
Senior HR, ONGC

Narvoze D. Dhondy CEO,
Creatigies Communications
Pvt.Ltd.
Neeraj Mittal
VP, DSP Meyrill Lynch
Nivedita Dogra Dubey
GM (HR),
Airports Authority of India.
Pankaj Dubey
CEO & MD- Power Global Energy
Co-Founder Power Global PBC
Founder DSPIN Consulting P Ltd.
Pawanjeet Goyal
DGM, International Air Port
Authority of India
Prof. Taposh Ghoshal
Principal Mentor, Astra Knowledge
Foundation
Dean, School of Management
Sciences, Central University of
Jharkhand.
Visiting faculty at IIM Calcutta
R K Singh
Senior VP, Reliance Infocom
Rahul Saxena
HR Head, Mesco Steel

Some Distinguished Alumni
Rajesh Swaroop
DGM, IDBI
Ratan CapoorAstt
Director,
Sahara India Pariwar
Ravi Capoor
IAS, Ministry of Petroleum
Govt. of India
Rusi Brij
CEO,
Hexaware Technology, USA
Salil Krishna
Senior VP, Axis
Bank
Sandeep Singh
Professor
State University of New York
Sanjay Pandey
VP, ICICI
Lombard
Sanjay Singh
IAS, Ministry of Finance
Sanjeev Muttoo
GM, IOCL
Santosh Ojha
GM, Grasim Industry
Satish Upadhyay
Policy & Budget analyst,
USA
Sheeba Ali
Head (HR), Spicejet
Sugato Bose
CEO, Jindal Steel

Raj Arthur Bowen
CEO, Dale
Carnegie
Suman Singh
Senior Executive (HR),
Cummins Group
Vivek Srivastava
Joint MD,
Innocean Worldwide
Vimti Vishnu
Head (HR),
Air India
Virad Kaul
COO, Idea Cellular
Y C Agrawal
VP, Hindustan Times

Faculty
MONIRBA expects applicants to be exceptional. The Institute has one of the most flexible two-year MBA
course which spreads over four terms. Project work is also a part of the curriculum. It endeavors to give
foundations to think about business from all perspectives. It is designed to develop the students' knowledge,
critical faculties and practical skills. Highlights of the four terms and summer internship are:

Professors
S.A. Ansari

M.Com., D. Phil.

Accounting and Finance

A.K. Mukherjee

M.Com., D. Phil.

Finance and Organizational Behavior

Pradeep Jain

M.Com., D.Phil. (Commerce)

Marketing

Ajai Kumar Singhal

M.Com., D. Phil

Finance and HRM

Arun Kumar

M.Com., D.Phil. (Commerce)

Application of Technology in Business

A.K. Malviya

M.Com., D. Phil

Marketing, HRM and Tourism

R.S. Singh

M.Com., D. Phil

HRM, Banking and Insurance

S.M.Z. Khurshid

M.Com., D. Phil

Marketing and HRM

R.K. Singh

M.Com., D. Phil

Accounting, Finance and Ethics

Ekta Verma

PhD, MBA, M.Com

Marketing, HRM , Digital Marketing and MIS

Jitendra Kumar Singh

M.B.A., Ph.D. (Commerce)

Systems Management

Shefali Nandan

M.B.A., M.Sc., Ph.D.

HRM, OB and Women Entrepreneurship

Himanshu Srivastava

M.Com., D. Phil.

Legal aspects of Business and Banking

Sarita Maxwell

M.Com., M.B.A., D. Phil.

Consumer Behavior, HRM and IT

Archana Singh

M.B.A., Ph.D.

Finance

Anvita Raghuvansi

M.Com., Ph.D.

Finance

A. C. Pandey

M.B.A., Ph.D.

Consumer Behavior and Strategic Management

Hariom Gupta

M.Com., Ph.D.

Finance

H
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Name – Abhishek Singh
E-Mail id
abhishek8896427@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.com
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- INFORTIS
WORLDWIDE and Suchita
Prakshan
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing
Executive



Name – Aditya Kapoor
E-Mail id- akapooralld@gmail.com




Graduation Field- B.Sc
MBA Specialization - Finance



Name – Aditya Maurya
E-Mail id- aditya532532@gmail.com








Graduation Field- Bachelor of
Science(Computer Science)
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- INFORTIS
WORLDWIDE and Suchita
Prakshan
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing
Intern
























Name –Aditya Singh
E-Mail idadiiofficial100@gmail.com
Graduation Field- BSc
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- CHIS
Internship (Role Played)Marketing intern

Name –Akash singh
E-Mail idsinghakash3244@gmail.com
Graduation Field-B.sc.
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
OrganizationZila sahkari
bank limited,bareilly
Internship (Role Played)Financial analyst

Name – Akshita Verma
E-Mail idakshita02verma@gmail.com
Graduation Field- BBA
MBA Specialization -Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Micro filteration
technologies
Internship (Role Played)- Sales
and marketing intern










Name – Amisha Pathak
E-Mail idpathakamisha02@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.sc.
MBA Specialization -Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Testbook.com
Internship (Role Played)- Content
writer



Name – Ananya jaiswal
E-Mail id-




ananyajaiswal256@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.com(hons)
MBA Specialization - Finance








Name – Ananya Rai
E-Mail id- raiani0702@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.Sc. in
Biotechnology and Chemistry
MBA Specialization – Finance'
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Aravali agency
Internship (Role Played)- Portfolio
management as a
finance analyst












Name – Ankit Jaiswal
E-Mail id- Ankit.aj0808@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bachelor of
Science
MBA Specialization - Human
Resources
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Airport Authority of
India
Internship (Role Played)- HR
Trainee

Name – Ankit singh
E-Mail idsinghankitansh2808@gmail.com





Graduation Field- Bachelor of arts
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Corizo



Name – Anubhav
E-Mail id-








anubhavchaudhary3030@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Ambition private
limited (BC partner Utkarsh small
finance bank)
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing
department









Name Arpit Agarwal
E-Mail idagarwalarpit0906@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bachelor of Arts
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- 1- Unschool 2Nblik
3- Vidyam Tutorials
Internship (Role Played)- 1- Youth
Leader at Unschool.
2 - Community Manager at Nblik . 3
- Marketing Intern at Vidyam
Tutorials.



Name – Arpita Singh Chauhan



Email idarpitachauhan2000@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Opportunity Track,
Internshala
Internship (Role Played)- Social
Media Marketing Intern,
Internshala Student Partner










Name – Ayush Srivastava
E-Mail id-




ayushsrivastava.mls.hb@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B. Tech
MBA Specialization - Finance

























Name – Daya Shankar Prasad
E-Mail iddayashankarp377@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Human
Resources
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Country Holidays Inn
& Suites Pvt Ltd, Noida UP
Internship (Role Played)- HR intern

Name – Deepak singh jadaun
E-Mail idJadaundeepak919@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.Sc
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Modi mundipharma
beauty products (Revlon)
Internship (Role Played)- Quality
check manager

Name – Estuti Gupta
E-Mail id- estutigupta21@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Shuchita Prakashan
Private
Ltd., Market Lakshmi Trading
Academy, Finploy Technologies
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing,
finance, Human Resource




Name – Faisal Ahmed
E-Mail – faisel786alam@gmail.com





Graduation Field- B.Sc.
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship
Name of the Organization - CollegeTips
Intern Role - Digital Marketing




Name – Farhan Danish Khan
E-Mail id- farhan3403@gmail.com




Graduation Field- Computer science
MBA Specialization - Finance




Name – Girjesh kumar
E-Mail id-




kumargirjesh757@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.Sc
MBA Specialization - Marketi











Name – Iffat Fatima
E-Mail idiffatfatima1710@gmail.com
Graduation Field- B.Com
MBA Specialization - Human
Resources
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Unschool
Internship (Role Played)- HR intern

Name – Jitendra Kumar
E-Mail id- jitujnv786@gmail.com





Graduation Field- B.Sc
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Shuchita prakashan
Pvt.Ltd.



Name – Kumari siddhi dubey
E-Mail id-








siddhidubeymanu@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Ambition private
limited
Internship (Role Played)- Worked as
a part of marketing department




















Name – Kusum Kumari
E-Mail idkusumkumari150@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Leads Flick
Internship (Role Played)- Social
Media Marketer

Name – Lalit kumar Upadhyay
E-Mail id- Lalitup08@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Computer
Application
MBA Specialization - Finance

Name – Mannat Iqbal
E-Mail idmannatiqbal123@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Human
Resources
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Unschool
Internship (Role Played)- Hr
Associate























Name – Mohammad Abdullah
E-Mail idabdullahcool4@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom(hons)
Financial Market Management
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- HDFC Bank
Internship (Role Played)Customer's Preferences on Bank's
Services

Name – Mohammad Hamza Malik
E-Mail idhamzamalik900@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bachelor's of
Business Administration
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Ashok Leyland
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing
Research Intern

Name Nikita Singh
E-Mail idnikitasingh43613@gmail.com
Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the
Organization)- Shuchita prakashan
private limited
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing ,
mediator between appearing
students
and publication, motivator




Name – Prajjwal Mishra
E-Mail id- prince100u@gmail.com




Graduation Field- BSc Computer Science
MBA Specialization - Finance




Name – Prashant Aditya
E-Mail id- prashantkhurana522@gmail.com






Graduation Field- Engineering
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the Organization)- Suchita Prakashan Pvt. Ltd.
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing Executive




Name – Pratiksha Singh
E-Mail id- pratikshasingh071999@gmail.com




Graduation Field- B.tech
MBA Specialization - Finance




Name – Ranjeet Kumar Yadav
E-Mail id- ranjeetyad1999@gmail.com






Graduation Field- B. A.
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the Organization)- Montage Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.
Internship (Role Played)- Customer Executive




Name – Ratan Kumar Jha
E-Mail id – ratankumarjha97@gmail.com






Graduation Field-BA
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the Organization)- Coffee with codes
Internship Role - Content Writer




Name – Rishabh Maurya
E-Mail id- rishabhgmaurya@gmail.com




Graduation Field- Bachelor of Aeronautics
MBA Specialization - Finance



Name – Rupak Kumar Sahu
E-Mail id- rupaksahu100@gmail.com









Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the Organization)- 1). Suchita Prakashan private limited
2). Internshala Student Partner Program(30, 31)
Internship (Role Played)1.) Marketing Intern (promoting the books of Cuet by various social media platforms)
2.) Selling courses, Creating new clients and promoting Internshala on various platforms.



Name – Saurabh Maurya
E-Mail id- saurabhmaurya88402@gmail.com






Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the Organization)- Nblik (community app)
Internship (Role Played)- Community Manager Intern



Name – Saurabh Singh
E-Mail id- saurabhsingh231996@gmail.com







Graduation Field- Bachelor in Arts
MBA Specialization - Finance
Internship (Name of the Organization)- I Shuchita Prakashan
Private Limited
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing Intern




Name – Shifa Siddiqui
E-Mail id- siddiquishifa1108@gmail.com






Graduation Field- Bcom
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the Organization)- INFORTIS WORLDWIDE
Internship (Role Played)- Human Resource Associate




Name – Shivam Kumar Tamrakar
E-Mail id- shivamtamrakar74@gmail.com




Graduation Field- B.A.
MBA Specialization - Finance







Name – Subham Vishwash
Email Id – subham.subham3g@gmail.com
Graduation – B.A.
MBA Specialization – Finance
Internship – Vmerg Media Pvt. Ltd.
Intern Role – Asst. Accountant




Name – SUNIL KUMAR
E-Mail id- kmr.yash0720@gmail.com






Graduation Field- B.A.
MBA Specialization – Marketing
Internship (Name of the Organization)- CORIZO
Internship (Role Played)- marketing intern




Name – Suryansh Singh
E-Mail id- singhsuryansh05@gmail.com







Graduation Field- B.Sc in hospitality and hotel administration
MBA Specialization – Marketing
Job Experience- Third Wave Coffee Roasters
Designation (job)- Management Trainee
Internship (Name of the Organization)- 1).ITC Windsor Bengaluru
2). Slice 3).SSB Sure shot academy 4).NBLIK 5).Unschool
Internship (Role Played)- 1).Industrial Trainee 2).Campus Brand Ambassador
3).Content writer 4).Community Manager Intern 5).HR inter






Name – Vinay Verma
E-Mail id- vermavinay.au@gmail.com






Graduation Field- Bachelor of Arts (Ancient History, Political science, English)
MBA Specialization - Marketing
Internship (Name of the Organization)- I Shine Projects
Internship (Role Played)- Marketing Executive

Course
The Institute has one of the most flexible two-year MBA course which spreads over four terms. Project
work is alsoa part of the curriculum. It endeavors to give a foundation to think about business from all
perspectives It is designed to develop the students' knowledge, critical faculties and practical skills.
Highlights of the four terms and summer internship are:

Business Examination
The first term immerses the students in concepts and working of modern enterprises from the perspective
of Indian economy. It includes the valuation of business fundamentals and application of management
skills. The goal of these core courses and those in the second term are to provide insight into the various
dimensions that will allow the students to approach any business situation with confidence and
understanding.

Nurturing Understanding
The second term focuses on the role of Marketing, Personnel Management and Operations Management.
It also addresses broader issues of Management Accounting and Financial Management, which are a
crucial part of any modern managers' understanding. The second term includes such courses which allow
the students to develop interest in specific areas and to introduce them to specialized courses.

Attaining Perfection
The third semester comprises of Organizational Behavior and Management Information System. The
objective being to impart knowledge and develop skills in these areas. Subjects like Managerial
Economics, Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management are an important part of the course. The
semester aims at developing a deeper understanding of the subjects so as to help the budding managers to
attain professional perfectionism and understanding of the real life in corporate world.

Choosing The Path
In the final term students select their own chosen path by exploring their personal interests through a
series of electives. These are often taught by visiting experts or by faculty in association with
practitioners, bringing together academic rigor and hands-on expertise. The wide variety of subjects offer
an opportunity to the students to develop diversified skills.

Course
Summer Internships
The students of MONIRBA as a part of curriculum are required to take up six to eight weeks summer training
project work in the business world. This provides the students with ample opportunities to understand the
ambience and practical working of the corporate world. It inspires them for a career in their chosen area of
specialization.

A State Of Constant Evaluation
To meet the demand of corporate flux MONIRBA continuously addresses itself to the issue of evolving feedback
mechanism involving Alumni, Industry Experts and current batches. This mechanism is geared to the development
of new, meaningful and relevant curriculum. This exercise provides cues for new areas of research for the faculty
and scholars.

Second Semester
Management Concepts & Processes

Marketing Management

Managerial Accounting
Accounting for Managers

Operations Management
Financial Management
Operations Research

Strategic Management
Entrepreneurship
E-Business

Management of Services
Viva - Voce

Marketing

Marketing

Finance

Finance

Tax Planning & Management

Pedagogy
specialists and experts. Discussions are intended to seek maximum involvement of students in the class room. Adequate
emphasis is laid on daily reading, written assignments and class discussions. The syndicate method helps the students in
developing self-reliance, expression and power of communication, both written and oral. Cases on Indian business
discussions and lectures.

Admission Procedure
of at least three years duration with separate annual / semester examination system).

a written examination is conducted at various centres all over the country. Students shortlisted after the first phase, go
through a second phase of group discussion and personal interview for final selection.

Advisor of the University to supernumerary seats.

Note:
The number of students called for GD & PI would be
3 times the number of seats in MONIRBA's MBA
Aptitude & Reasoning

Programme.

General Awareness
The final list of candidates shall be drawn on the
Note: Each question carries 2 Marks. There shall be no
Negative marking

basis of overall performance of the candidate in the
Written, GD & PI test.

A deduction of 5% shall be made for every gap year

at designated centres.
Group Leadership test shall be done by grouping the
applicants in viable groups & conducting discussions on
chosen themes to test the applicant's Leadership Ability,

Personal Interview shall be held for each candidate
regard to pursuing MBA.

Seminars & Guest Lectures
Prof. J.P Mishra
Dean faculty of Commerce and Business, Delhi School of
Economics, delivered an enriching address on the intricacies of

the same.

Ashok Barat
Mr. Ashok Barat, Former Director & CEO, Forbes and Company

Limited. During his long and distinguished career, he has held
leadership positions

in various

Indian and multinational

Electrolux, Telstra and Kraft-Heinz.

The insights were enriching and served to enhance the

Arjit Basu
Bank of India (SBI). He held several key assignments in SBI which
includes Chief General Manager of Delhi Circle and Regional Head
& CEO of Japan Operations at Tokyo.
The session dealt with the intricacies of the banking sector in the
served to dispel the doubts arising out of the unprecedented
circumstances.

Seminars & Guest Lectures
Tarun Jha
A MONIBRA alumnus, Mr. Jha has had a dynamic career spanning
at Videocon International Ltd. and Mahindra & Mahindra.

and served to enhance the understanding of the attendees with
regard to the topic at hand.

Deepesh Salgia
Mr. Deepesh Salgia, Director of Shapoorji Pallonji Real Estate and
Producer Mughal-e-Azam (Colourised version). Mr. Salgia has not
only made a name for himself in the Real Estate sector but also
colourized the legendary film Mughal-e-Azam. He also produced
beautiful spin.
The session dealt with the intricacies of the realty sector. The
insights were enriching and served to enhance the understanding
of the attendees with regard to the topic at hand.

Neha Sharma
content creator, hosted an in-house online workshop - 'Personal
Branding on Social Media'.
Neha has been actively breaking stereotypes by making a career

time doodler/illustrator and a social media star, Neha has made a

Seminars & Guest Lectures
Shaker Azizi
BBA at Kateb University, Kabul, Afghanistan. He is and is one of
the leading forces in the changing Afghan education sector.
The session dealt with the intracacies of the education sectors of
pandemic.

Waheed Amin
Mentor for Newcomers in Canada is an expert in the field of HR in
International Business.

professionals about to dive in the corporate world and how one
could overcome them.

Recruiters
The corporate relations and placement cells is the part of YEC. It consists of board of faculty members and students and acts as a
interface between the students of MONIRBAand industry. It enables the students to make better and more informedcareer
choice. It maintains a corporate database enabling the students to make informed career decisions. The cell handles all on campus
interview arrangements and other activities.
MONIRBA is proud to be associated with the following companies:
ACC
Advent
Infosoft
Air
India
Airtel
Allahabad Bank
American Express
Axis Bank
Bajaj Allianz
Bajaj Electronics
Bank of
AmericaBHEL
Birla Industries
BPL Sanyo
British Airways
BSNL
Business
IndiaCarrier
Ceat Tyres
Cipla
Citi Bank
Coal India
Coca-Cola
Colgate Palmolive
Crompton Greaves
DABUR
Escorts
Flex
India
GAIL
Glaxo
India
Godfrey
Philips
Grasim Industries

Hawkins
HCL
HDFC
Hero Corporate Services
Hero Honda
HINDALCO
Hindustan Unilever Ltd
HMT
IBM
ICICI Bank
ICICI
PrudentialIDBI
IFCI
IFFCO
India Bulls
Indian Airlines
INTEX
IOC
LITC
ITI
J. K. Cement
Johnson & Johnson
J. P. Associates
Khaitan India
LIC
Logic System
L&T
Medha Learning Foundation
Modi Xerox
MRF
Novartis
ONGC
Onida

Panacea Biotech
Pantaloons
Park Hotel
Pepsi
Philips India
PNB
Prism Johnson
Ranbaxy
Reckitt Benckiser
Reebok
Reliance Communications
SAHARA
SAIL
Sar Silicon Pvt. Ltd.
SIDBI
Siemens
SPT Sports
STC India Ltd
Sterling Resorts
TELCO
TFCL
The Times of India
TISCO
TVS
Suzuki
Unitech
Vardhman Chemicals
Voltas
Wockhardt Ltd
Wipro
Whirpool

fervor carried on its shoulders. The stage was set for the newly inducted fledglings to showcase the first
commencement of the Freshers’ event presented by the 55th batch of the institution.

Post careful evaluation, Parigya Singh and Yash Gaur were adjudged as Miss Fresher and Mr. Fresher
respectively. Further in order to adequately acknowledge the teamwork, the arena of award titles was

Nomenclature is a science but at MONIRBA, it is an art too - an art to honour the legacy of uniqueness,
knowledge and success. The result is WEBSEM.
MONIRBA continues its legacy og honouring prominent members of the business world who are often its own
alumni. When during the pandemic of 2020, we could not invite our guests of honour to inspire our students,
the Young Executive Club and its members came up with the idea of organizing WEBSEM to keep the show
going.
WEBSEM has given a chance for the students to have interaction with professors, industry leaders and

researchers on varying topics of national, economic and managerial interests. We had the honour to have
numerous eminent personalities to guide our students- Mr. Ashok Barat (former Director and CEO of Forbes
(MD, commercial clients group, SBI), to name a few.

memories with their beloved professors is also a sight to behold.
This year it went up a mark when we connected our students to Mr. Shaker Azizi (Head of Department, BBA,
Canada.

COGNITION
COGNITION, a pulpit for all the aspiring and impassioned budding managers who assay to make a difference in today's

business world, is the annual academic fest of MONIRBA.
Knowledge paves the substratum of life, and we at cognition strive to establish the relevance of understanding the process
of modern management using the existing knowledge while discovering the new one. Cognitiongives our students a
first hand experience and exposes them to learn the basics of the business world whileinculcating competitiveness,
teamwork, leadership skills and out if the box thinking which builds a solid character for our future executives.
Cognition is the most awaited fest of our institute, where students from both the years come out and enjoy theday long
events. Events include- Ad-mania, B- Plan, Debate, Impromptu etc., which gives management topics such as Planning,
Organizing, Directing and Controlling a real touch.
Every year at cognition, we select a unique theme, events are planned, named, performed and the stage isprepared
accordingly. The day long series of events witnesses the ever lasting enthusiasm, talent and competence of our
budding managers.
At the end of the fest, the deserving participants are felicitated with prize. A winning shield is given to thebatch with
maximum numbers of winners. Apart from the learning, fun, knowledge and a lot of creativity, the fest gives all the
students a day to cheer out loud for themselves and their competitors as well and also givesan opportunity for the
juniors and seniors to bond.

National Conference
On

The world of business is highly dynamic and turbulent. Expectations of stakeholders also
need to be satisfied. Business leaders and managers need to be proactive to anticipate
changes and design policies and practices to face challenges of various types to sustain
and grow. The Conference aims at providing a platform to academicians, researchers,
business leaders, entrepreneurs, innovators and policymakers to exchange ideas and
deliberate upon the innovations and futuristic practices. The objective is to generate an
interdisciplinary body of knowledge that helps in emergence of novel ideas and practices
in business and management.

Human Resource
Management Marketing
Management Financial
Management
Information Technology
Entrepreneurship/Startu
ps Corporate Social
Responsibility Urban
Development

Knowledge
Management Agribusiness
Management
Economics
Tourism
Rural Management
Green practices
Inclusive growth

NGO
Management
Infrastructure
Corporate
Governance
Decision sciences
Healthcare Management
Taxation/ Accounting

GHOSHAL

OF 1979

Recollecting reminiscences about my two years at MONIRBA is something like traversing
the valley of flowers during springtime. Replete of fun and laughter, anxiety and fear, toil,
stress and anxiety,it has been an overwhelming experience for me to be at the hallowed
portals of this magnificentinstitution.
When I joined MONIRBA in the late seventies, business management was emerging as
a distinctacademic discipline in the industrial landscape of our country. I was fortunate
that I got an opportunity to study the course in the 1977-79 Batch in one of the first
management institutes of the country - MONIRBA.
With excellent physical, intellectual and emotional infrastructure, it was an ideal place of
learningfor us. We had outstanding professors, high quality academic inputs and rich library
to support us inour academic pursuits. Our classes used to be rigorous; teachers were caring
yet strict, friends verydear and the environment full of happiness and joy.

At MONIRBA, we were about 26 or 27 classmates - bright, jovial, helping and caring and
even aftereven forty-two years, we are still connected to each other. During our time, we,
on behest of YEC,organized a conference (COMDAT) that included, besides excellent
academic discussions and a cultural programme, that still enlivens me.
Looking back, I feel very happy and contended to have studied in this great institution
and couldkeep up the name of our Institute throughout my work-life. I am proud to say
that whatever I couldachieve in my life, it is because of the education and guidance here
for which I shall forever remaingrateful to my Alma Mater – MONIRBA for the sa

Prof. Taposh Ghoshal
Principal Mentor at Astra Knowledge Foundation
DGM, Steel Authority of India Ltd.
Dean, School of Management Sciences,
Central University of Jharkhand.
Visiting faculty at IIM Calcutta

DUBEY

OF 1992

If I had to describe what college is in layman terms, college for me was a place where I learnt, grew
and enhanced my skills, became a strategic thinker, adopted structured thinking and becamea better
leader. But at the same time, college was a place where a group of strangers became myfamily over a
span of two years.
I belong to the 90-92 batch.To be honest, I wear these numbers in my heart with pride. Just talking about
it is heartwarming as it brings back many fond memories. MONIRBA has impacted me
tremendously, both personally and professionally. Not only was I exposed to the basics of
management, I was fortunate to learn the true mantra of being successful under the esteemed
guidance of professors whose sayings became my mentor long after my college ended,during some
of my toughest assignments in the industry

I strongly believe that skills like being efficient, managing human resources at a large scale and
having a problem solving and strategic mindset, all that helped me reach where I am today
professionally, were instilled in me at MONIRBA.
I have a soft corner for my time at MONIRBA because I found the love of my life, my wife there. I will
forever be indebted for the same. Her name is Nivedita Dubey and is currently GM HR , Airports
Authority and she also holds similar feelings for the college and believes it played a key role in
shaping her into who she is today.
I am privileged to be part of this prestigious management institute which has given great leaders tothe
industry. I am proud to be part of the MONIRBA family, of the network and the bond we sharewith
fellow Monirbans. Everytime I visit the institute to deliver a lecture or be a part of the conference, I
am inspired more. I see progress, I see sincerity and zeal in the eyes of the studentsand I reminisce
about our time at the place.
Over the past few years, I have hired from Monirba because I see shaped talent, ready to make amark
in the industry and I am more than happy to guide and mentor them in their journey to makeMonirba
proud.
I wish the future Monirbans all the very best in their endeavours.
Warm and heartfelt Regards,

Pankaj Dubey
CEO & MD- Power Global Energy
Co-Founder Power Global PBC
Founder DSPIN Consulting P Ltd
Ex MD -Polaris India
Ex Business Head Yamaha Motor & Intex Technologies

